Harry Gosling Weekly News
Friday 4th December 2020
Thank you for your patience and support as our office remains closed, except for emergencies. We will update you with details of any changes throughout the week. Please remember to stay socially distanced outside the school gates at the start and end of the day. It is so important that we do not mix bubbles and that
adults stand apart form each other, to keep us all safe. Have a wonderful weekend! - Jennie and Emma

NOT FAREWELL!

VALUES AWARDS

Ummay did not leave us on Wednesday (as
Pink: Everyone—Responsibility— doing amazing learning at home.

was announced last week). She is staying at

Green: Everyone - Excellence—doing fantastic work on Google Classroom during
this difficult time.

Harry Gosling, which is great news for the

Blue: Belal - Excellence—making ‘equal groups’ clearly in maths.

school!

Yusuf - Responsibility—Focusing hard on all his work.
Orange: Arafat - Excellence - confidently using phonics to read unfamiliar words in
Guided Reading.

DATES FOR THE TERM

Nusaibah - Excellence - sharing her knowledge of the meaning of many words in
Shared Reading.

w/b 7.12.20 Parent Conferences

Lilac: Iqra: Responsibility and Excellence– focusing and working really hard during
all of her assessments.

15.12.20 Christmas lunch

Safiyya- Excellence—creating a great workout at home to share with the class.
Purple: Aayan– Excellence—reading at home everyday and being the first child to
get green wrist band.

17.12.20 Class parties—non uniform!

Aleena—Excellence—Great maths problem solving.

18.12.20 Term finishes (see below)

Scarlet: Adyan A - Excellence - creating a brilliant description of the Thunder Dragon’s habitat in English.

We sent more information about all

Raafi - Excellence - using incredible noun phrases for the Thunder Dragon’s habitat
in English.

these, plus shows, via email this week

Crimson: Tawheed - Responsibility—getting straight back into his work after time
away, and working hard to catch up.
Amina– Excellence and Responsibility—showing perfect learning behaviour at all
times.
Emerald: Rahma – Excellence – increased participation in class discussions.
Daud - Excellence - greatly improved focus and participation in class.
Jade: Jahdae – Excellence – making such a positive start to Year 5 at Harry Gosling.
Anisa - Equality – always treating others fairly.
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Turquoise: Janbi - Teamwork - making a great start at Harry Gosling by working so
well with others.
Marzuq - Excellence - working really hard at home.
Sapphire: Safaa—Responsibility—taking responsibility for her learning by striving for
excellence when redrafting her writing.

FINISH TIMES—FRIDAY 18TH DECEMBER

Jumana—Responsibility—asking good questions in order to give her absolute best.

As usual, we finish early on the last day of
term. Here are the staggered timings:

ATTENDANCE—WEEKLY WINNERS
Phase 2 -

Lilac - 96%

Phase 3 -

Jade—98.5%

1:00 Nursery

1:15 Reception

1:30 Y6 and Y4

1:45 Y2 and Y3

2:00 Y1 and Y5

